WORKSHOP
"Communicating and negotiating successfully in academia"

Along with the Ladies Night for Women in Engineering Sciences we will be holding a workshop about successful communication and negotiation in academia with kind support from the International Max Planck Research School.

Who can participate?
Students, Docs and Post-Docs from the engineering sector of MINT. The workshop will be held in English for a maximum of 14 participants.

Time & Place
Wednesday, April 22, 2020. 9 am – 5 pm, MPI Magdeburg, V 1.06

Speaker
Dr. Gaby Schilling, Chemist with 17 years of leadership experience in different positions in research, development and product safety at a large international cooperation.

Focal points
- Methods of good communication management for different situations
- Situations for negotiations in academia and the conditions for conducting them
- Preparing for negotiations effectively / making use of the Harvard principles
- Coping with emotions and dealing with resistance

To participate a binding registration through email (ladiesnight@ovgu.de) is strictly necessary.

Contact partners
Kristina Reinbold: reinhold@mpi-magdeburg.mpg.de, 0391 6110 146
Dr.-Ing. Nicole Vorhauer: nicole.vorhauer@ovgu.de, 0391 6751684
Flavia Rühl: flavia.ruehl@ovgu.de

in cooperation with IMPRS, PhD-Netzwerk and the Equal Opportunities Officer of the Max-Planck-Institute Magdeburg